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The term “Anchor” derives from a boat’s anchor and implies a
stable hold across the investment landscape, much like a boat
anchor provides a secure hold to the sea floor. It is essentially
the baseline for conservative investing which provides the
“anchor” for risk and return. The trade-off for the anchor
strategy is that the portfolio primarily only provides one source
of return in steady income and very little volatility or deviation.
It is like a boat anchored in the water, where it won’t move very
far from its set position.
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This strategy provides the lowest risk-for-return option. It focuses
on ultra-low risk to help provide preservation of capital through
a heavy weighting to fixed income. It is most appropriate for
investors who are primarily risk averse and have a very short term
time horizon, generally less than five years. This type of strategy
will generally provide more income than growth and is more
suitable for investors who desire a steady stream of income
over any expectation of capital appreciation. The portfolio in
this strategy generally holds cash and cash equivalents and
high-quality fixed-income instruments.
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the Firm’s investment management process
by building and managing a variety of
customized models across the risk spectrum
for clients and advisors. He focuses on
bottom-up, fundamental analysis to screen
and analyze best-in-class companies and
managers.

Lee R. Johnson Jr., CFA
Chief Investment Officer

Lee Johnson joined Great Valley Advisor
Group in 2016. He has 14 years combined
finance and investment advisory experience.
Lee’s primary responsibility is to coordinate

Lee currently serves as a member of the
East Pikeland Township Open Space
Committee where he helps to preserve
land in the community. He also coaches
youth basketball in Phoenixville and has
volunteered on many non-profit organizations
in the Phoenixville area.
Lee resides in Kimberton, PA with his wife
Victoria and three children, twins Brendan
and Madeleine, and younger brother
Ethan. In his spare time, Lee enjoys reading,
sailing, scuba diving and running with a local
running group. He has finished the Disney
and Philadelphia Marathons, countless half
marathons and seven Falmouth Road Race
runs in Cape Cod, MA.
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GREAT VALLEY ADVISORS
INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY

Lee earned the CFA charter in 2006 and is
a member of the CFA Institute and the CFA
Society of Philadelphia. He earned an MBA
with a concentration in Finance from The
George Washington University, Washington,
DC, where he was selected as a Business
Academic All-American. Prior to his finance
career, Lee served 8 years in the United States
Navy where he earned the rank of Lieutenant
and qualified as Engineer Officer and Officer
of the Deck aboard a fast attack nuclear
submarine. Lee also earned a Bachelor of

Science degree in Mechanical Engineering
from Union College, Schenectady, NY. Lee is
an Eagle Scout.

We believe competitive advantage is a driver for performance. Therefore,
we seek to invest in the highest competitive advantage companies and
managers using a bottom up fundamental research approach
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The evaluation phase is all encompassing
of our overall process. We continuously
evaluate holdings, ideas, our strategies and
weigh against better opportunities available
and/or specific client needs.
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At Valor, we focus on research first to gather
as much information we can about a
company, a manager, a brand and the
process used to generate value. This step is
purely qualitative and starts with a bottom
up, fundamental approach. It covers an
in-depth review of various analyst and news
reports, sector specific information and
trends, the business cycle and management
contributions. The information gathered
serves as the foundation for our investment
process and decision making.
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THE INVESTMENT PROCESS
The modeling phase of the process uses a
variety of quantitative models to screen, rank
and compare ideas. We use various computer
tools to gather data, organize and process it.
The results form a pool of ”top” ideas that we
further analyze in different models to quantify
value, such as a discounted cash flow model.
We strive to quantify as much of the value
proposition of a manager or a company in
order to support our decisions. Once ideas are
reviewed and accepted, they are placed
in our final portfolio model to manage.
The management phase incorporates the
overall day to day management of the
portfolio models. This includes a consistent
and disciplined buy/sell strategy where either
managers or companies we hold in each
of the portfolio models are evaluated for
tactical changes on either the buy or sell side.
Decisions are made based on current market
activity, portfolio holdings, expectations for
future value, risk and opportunity cost.
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3% S&P 500 / 3% S&P 400 / 2% Russell 2000 / 2% MSCI ACWI ex USA / 20% Barclays Credit 1-5 yr / 43% Barclays US Agg Bond / 5% Barclays US Govt/Credit Long / 6% BofAML US HY Master II / 6%
Barclays Municipal 3 Yr 2-4 / 10% Insured Cash Account.
Stock investing involves risk, including the risk of loss. Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values will decline as interest rates rise and bonds are subject to availability and change in price. No strategy assures a profit or protects against loss. The fast price swings in commodities and currencies will result in significant volatility in an investor’s holdings. An investment
in Exchange Traded Funds (ETF), structured as a mutual fund or unit investment trust, involves the risk of losing money and should be considered as part of an overall program, not a complete investment
program. An investment in ETFs involves additional risks such as not diversified, price volatility, competitive industry pressure, international political and economic developments, possible trading halts, and
index tracking errors. An increase in interest rates may cause the price of bonds and bond mutual funds to decline. All indices are unmanaged and may not be invested into directly. Please note that this
document and all information included is property of Great Valley Advisor Group. It contains information and materials that are considered to be confidential and privileged. It is intended only for the review
and use of the identified individual(s). Any reproduction, copying, or forwarding of this information shall result in legal action.
Securities offered through LPL Financial, member FINRA/SIPC. Investment Advice offered through Great Valley Advisor Group, a Registered Investment Advisor and separate entity from LPL Financial.
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